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The Creation of Adam, Iblis, and Hawa 
Lessons of Repentance and Hope  

 

Bismi-Llāhi-r-Rahmāni-r-Rahīm. Allah Swt says in the Qur’an, “Thereof the earth 

We created you, and into it We shall return you, and from it We shall bring you 

out once again.  Verily, the likeness of Isa before Allah is the likeness of Adam. 

He created him from dust.”  Who is the first person, Adam?  Some have translated 

the name Adam as ‘nothing,’ ‘zero,’ ‘no thing,’ which is quite an interesting 

translation of his name.  He was born out of no woman, no living thing; but created 

out of sticky mud.  He was left for 40 days before the breath was breathed into him.  

Some say it was for the angels to pass by the form and become used to the fact that 

there was going to be the creation of another being, and for the adjustment to the 

radical change of the way of existence at that time.   

 

The other is this Adamic story is quite old.  It is also quite diverse. It is found all over 

the world, in many different societies. It is found in native American teachings.  It is 

found in the Mau-Mau of North Africa, and other tribal areas in Africa.  Also along 

with it goes the affirmation of tawhid / unity, of one God (monotheism). It is also 

found in Hinduism, though most people think of Hinduism as polytheistic.  Sanatana 

Vishnu dharma is found in the story of Shiva, and the many, many similar 

references, such as the black stone as the lingam, and mehrab as the yoni, as I said 

last night.  There is some fairly good historical evidence that Hinduism had come as 

far as Mecca during the time of the Jahaliyya.  Some of the frescoes inside the Ka’ba 

were Hindu depictions of the time. This cross-fertilization of cultures is possible.   

 

When we go back to the first human being created as Adam (as) and all the humans 

since that, which come from Adam and Hawa (rah), we understand that this was a 
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progressive creation.  Allah created Adam in many different stages, each of which is 

described in different places in Qur’an, and expanded on in the Hadith of Prophet 

Mohammed (sal).  For example, one hadith says, “When Allah created Adam, he 

was 60 cubits tall.”  60 cubits is 30 meters, which is 90 Feet.  He wore extra-extra 

large!  “Then humankind gradually became shorter and shorter until it stopped 

and remained where we are now.”  This hadith also had another meaning to it:  

that each generation became shorter, decreased in height, because it was an 

indication of the distance from the truth. The size of Adam (as) was somehow 

indicative of the stature of the being Allah Swt created.  It’s also interesting to note 

in many cultures, like Easter Island and others, their depictions of “first beings” 

were quite large.  

 

We know that Hazrat Adam was created from dust, and an angel was sent to earth 

from the heavens to gather the dust.  There are stories about that also.  Angels were 

sent and they couldn’t gather it; finally Jibreel gathered dust from every portion of 

the earth.  

 

I heard the Messenger of Allah (sal) say, “Allah created Adam from a 

handful that He gathered from the entire earth, so that the sons of Adam 

come like the earth.  Some of them are red, some of white, some of them 

are black, and some of them are in between. Some of them are easy, and 

some are difficult. Some are evil, and some are good.”   

 

The dust was then mixed with water to form mud, which became black and sticky, 

viscous.  This dust was created from earth that was partly sand, and it was mixed.  

When it dried, it resounded, and became a clay like potter’s clay.  It had a hollowness 

to it, a tone.  Allah says in Qur’an, “Verily, We created them of sticky clay. Then 

indeed We created man of dried, sounding clay of altered mud.”  It’s described 
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very clearly.  Then the wind was set upon the clay. It dried it out, until it became clay 

like pottery, and was given shape, limbs, capacities, faculties, each part of which was 

given a shape and suited to its purpose. Then Allah breathed Adam’s spirit into 

Adam and completed this creation after 40 days. When He finished, He commanded 

the angels to prostrate to Adam, not as a form of worshiping an idol, because this 

was not a living being, but in recognition of his grandeur, his status before Allah, 

over any other creation.  Allah said: 

 

Remember when your Lord said to the angels, “Truly, I am going to 

create man from clay. When I fashioned him and breathed into him his 

soul created by Me, then you fall down and prostrate to him.” 

 

So the angels prostrated themselves, all of them except Iblis / Shaytan. He was 

proud, and one of the disbelievers.  Allah told the angels that he was going to place 

Adam on this earth, and make generations after generations of his offspring. “And 

remember when your Lord said to the angels, ‘Verily I am going to place 

mankind, generations after generations on the earth.’” (Surah al-Baqarah)  

From this ‘āyat, we should understand that Allah Swt intended to place Adam (as) 

on the earth even before He created him.  It’s wrong to say that Allah didn’t know 

that Adam and his wife would eat from the forbidden tree, and therefore be 

displaced from Paradise.  He said, “I will place them on the earth.” He didn’t say, “I 

will place them in Paradise.”  

 

It’s an important note. He knew that this was going to happen. In response to being 

told about this, the angels asked why he was doing this – not out of envy or to 

dispute with Allah, but to understand the wisdom behind it.  Then Allah said:  
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Lo, I am about to place a viceroy on the earth.  They said, “Will you place 

therein one who would do harm therein, and will shed blood while we 

sing your praises and sanctify you?”  He said, “Surely, I know that which 

you do not know.”    

 

The angels obviously only have certain knowledge that Allah has told them, and they 

don’t have free will.  They spend their lives in ibada.  They never go against His 

commands or rebel or question the wisdom of anything, despite the angels thinking 

that Allah’s creation would create this kind of dissension on the earth.  Allah 

informed them that He knew better than them. Meaning, that even though they 

would create mischief, the benefit gained is going to be greater, because many 

people would worship Him, and live for Him, and die for Him, and follow His 

commandments.  At least, that’s the intention.   

 

Allah Swt teaches Hazrat Adam the names of everything: every object, everything in 

creation, every concept, without omitting anything. Then Allah asked the angels to 

name them, but they couldn’t, because He hadn’t taught them that.  

 

He taught Adam all the names of everything, and then showed them to 

the angels and said, “Tell Me the names of these, if you are truthful.”  

They said, “Glory be to You!  We have no knowledge except what You 

have taught us.  Truly, it is You Who are the All Knowing and the All 

Wise.”   

 

Then Allah asked Adam (as) to inform them of the names of things.  This was to 

indicate that humankind was set above the angels in knowledge.  But Allah reminds.  

“And if it were Our will, We would have destroyed you all and made angels to 

replace you on the earth.”  He warns people.  In fact, Allah has destroyed many 
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nations up until our time, because of the evil. There are stories in the Torah, the Injīl, 

and the Qur’an, because people turned away from worshiping.  We shouldn’t think 

that anything is different today, that every person on this earth would be dead in a 

second without it being any intention or effort on the part of Allah Swt to preserve 

our life.  

 

This Adam (as) is not only a being and the progenitor of all of us, but Adam is also a 

force, an intention.  He is the Adamic imperative that is in each one of us to create. 

But Shaytan, one of the jinn, was a creation separate from the angels, even though he 

was among them, hanging out with them.  The jinn are created from smokeless fire, 

and they can’t be seen by humans unless Allah Swt wills it that to happen.  As 

Muslims, we don’t believe Iblis was a fallen angel, as Christians and Jews believe.   

The angels don’t have this ability to disobey Allah. They do exactly as they are 

commanded, because they were created without free will.  But the jinn, like humans, 

were given free will. Among them there are some Muslims, and also some who don’t 

believe in Allah.  Understand, that the jinn were obviously created before the 

humans, because Iblis is in existence.  They obviously dwelled somewhere other 

than the earth, as well as perhaps the earth, as far as we know, before Allah created 

humankind.   

 

However, some people believe that Iblis did dwell on the earth, along with angels 

who would travel to the earth, and would imitate the angel’s actions and their 

behavior. At this time, Iblis’ name was Azazeel.  He was considered to be a Muslim, 

and one of the most devout worshipers of Allah Swt.  Iblis was knowledgeable, and 

in time it caused him to be very proud. He considered himself to be one of the best of 

Allah’s creation.  Now we know that arrogance existed before the creation of human 

beings. It makes a lot of sense rationally, because arrogance is one of the names that 

Adam was to know also, one of the qualities that he would name.  
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Allah created Adam and asked the angels to prostrate.  Remember that Iblis is a 

Muslim, and emulating the angels.  The angels were asked to prostrate before Adam 

in recognition of his status.  This request was in no way a kind of worship of 

humankind, just a simple act of obedience, which, of course, the angels would never 

question.  And it was a way of honoring a creation Allah Swt had made, as we should 

all honor Allah’s creation.  When we honor the creation of Allah, we bow our head; 

we thank Allah Swt; we exalt the beauty of nature, the sweetness of food, or the 

kindness of human beings. We are not worshiping human beings.  But Iblis, as we 

know, refused to prostrate, out of envy, perhaps; out of disbelief;  out of 

stubbornness, arrogance, false pride, or ego.  

 

At that moment, he became a disbeliever.  He excused it by saying, “I only bow 

before You, not anything else.”  Nonetheless, he was being disobedient.  His true 

nature was that he was one of the jinn, and not one of the angels. That is clear, 

because the angels would only have obeyed.  No matter how hard he tried to imitate 

him, his true nature was revealed at this moment.  Allah said:  

 

Remember when I said, “Prostrate yourself before Adam,” and they all 

prostrated but Iblis.  He was proud.  He was one of the disbelievers.”   So 

the angels prostrated themselves, all of them together except Iblis. He 

refused to be among the prostrators.  He said, “O Iblis, what is your 

reason for not being among the prostrators?” And Iblis said, “I am not 

one to prostrate myself to a human being whom You created from dried 

sounding clay of altered mud.”  (2:30…) 

 

Not only did he refuse to prostrate, but he denied that Allah could create something 

better than him, by saying that he was better than Adam: Adam was made of clay 
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while he was made of fire.  This was false also, since fire doesn’t have desirable 

qualities, either.  Fire is uncontrollable. It burns.  It is not peaceful.  It has to be 

controlled in order to be used in a good way.  If it’s out of control, it’s destructive. 

Mud on the other hand, clay, takes earth, air, fire, and water.  It has certain qualities:  

it has hikma/ wisdom, forbearance, patience, and assurance.  It contains and holds 

things.  Plants grow from it.  Dirt provides us with food, and supports and gives life.  

In effect, fire can’t burn it, although it cures it.   

 

Allah then expels Iblis from Paradise.  He humiliates him and curses him for refusing 

to prostrate. “Then get out of here, for verily you are an outcast, and truly My 

curse is on you until the Day of Recompense.”  This is exactly the opposite of 

what Iblis wanted.  He had intended for honor, but he got humiliation. He intended 

adulation from Allah for being one who refused to bow down to anything other than 

Him, but he got rejection.  When told of his fate, he pleaded with Allah to give him 

respite until the Last Day.  “He said, ‘O my Lord, give me respite until the Day of 

the Resurrected.’  And Allah said, ‘Verily you are of those who are allowed 

respite until the Day of the Time Appointed.’” Of course Allah is compassionate.  

But Iblis did not ask for forgiveness.   

 

Then Allah gave him the name Iblis, which is taken from “ablas amin ar Rahman,” 

which means one who has despaired of mercy.  He has lost any hope of receiving 

mercy, because he didn’t repent; he only asked for respite.  In His wisdom, Allah Swt 

agreed to the request, delayed his punishment until the day appointed.  That 

punishment is only known to Allah Swt.  We don’t know anything about it.  Once 

Iblis knew he was safe from destruction, he rebelled.  In effect, he declared war on 

Adam (as) and all of his descendants, which include us.  He became determined, 

focused, fixated on disobedience in a way to be attractive to human beings, to tempt 
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human beings to commit wrong actions, to go against what is pleasing to Allah, so 

they would share a similar fate with him on the Day of Judgment.   

 

You have this situation, and later on Allah sends messengers with a message.  The 

whole thing is set up so that people will disobey what they are told, and they will 

resist.  He sends every messenger with proof, but some don’t accept that proof.  Only 

the ones destined to accept the proof will accept the proof. They are already pre-

selected. This is why Allah says, “You can’t lead someone astray who has been 

rightly guided, and you can’t guide anyone who has been led astray.”  But still this 

dynamic is set up.  Iblis says,  

 

By Your might, I will surely mislead them, all except Your chosen slaves 

among them (that is, those who are faithful, obedient, true believers, 

mu’minūn). O my Lord, because You misled me, I shall indeed adorn the 

path of error for them on the earth. And I shall mislead them all except 

Your chosen, guided slaves among them.  Allah says, “This is the way 

which will lead straight to Me. Certainly, you shall have no authority 

over My slaves except those who follow you.   These would be the 

disbelievers who go astray, the polytheists, the criminals, the evildoers. 

And, surely, hell is the promised place for them all.”    

 

It’s very interesting.  I hate to keep drawing political analogies, but when you really 

think about I, you think about the stupid people who said all the stupid things about 

women and rape and carrying fetuses to term if you are raped, and these things they 

said in this past election. Those people were defeated.  Why? Most likely because 

even the women who weren’t going to vote for Obama refused to be so berated and 

humiliated and disrespected by that kind of an attitude, they voted against these 

people. You see that this dynamic is still in existence. When you do something so 
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egregiously wrong, it leads people toward the right.  Allah Swt sets up a subtlety in 

this dynamic.  Okay, you can have a respite.  Okay, you can tempt them.  But, the 

more you try to tempt them, the more they are going to be led toward Me, unless 

they are already of the disbelievers, the polytheists, the criminals, or the distorted 

people.  So go on.   

 

Iblis blames Hazrat Adam, and his future offspring, us, for his downfall because he 

felt Allah misguided him and led him astray, when it was really his own doing. He 

felt he was tricked.  Of course, it was all in the plan anyway; so maybe in a way he 

was tricked.  Nevertheless, he believed he got what he wanted, and. from that day 

until the Day of Judgment, he and his offspring will continue to have their revenge 

on human beings.  We know that Iblis has offspring, from the Qur’an. We don’t know 

how they are produced. “Will you then take Iblis and his offspring as protectors 

and helpers rather than Me?”  Allah says in Qur’an.  So Iblis must have progeny. 

You know the story I tell of Khannās, as he shows up in the Paradisical home of 

Hawa and Adam (as).   

 

All of this we have to keep reminding ourselves, with the permission of Allah. Allah 

allows Iblis and his descendants to tempt us and to try to get us to disobey.  It 

doesn’t mean that Allah approves of what he does.   It just means that this is part of 

the dynamic, part of the reality of creation.  But there is another subtlety in that:  

Allah Swt allows us to disbelieve.  He allows us to question, and to have 

consciousness and doubts.   

 

If you disbelieve, then verily Allah is not in need of you. He likes not 

disbelief in His slaves; and if you are grateful, He is pleased therewith 

for you. No bearer of burdens shall bear the burden of another.    
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He has His reasons for allowing Iblis to spread corruption on the earth.  Those who 

seek refuge with Allah Swt will be kept safe, Allah tells us.  The believer can be safe 

from Shaytan’s plots and temptations by obeying Allah and by following the dīn.  

Shaytan has no power over those who believe.  When you want to recite Qur’an, 

seek refuge with Allah from Shaytan.  Allah says in Qur’an:  

 

The outcast, the cursed one, verily, has no power over those who believe 

and put their trust only in their Lord.  His power is only over those who 

obey and follow him, and those who join partners with him, who are the 

mushrikūn.    

 

This permission from Allah for Iblis to tempt us is one of the ways Allah tests and 

tries us.  “Allah may test what is in your chests, and purify that which is in your 

hearts.   And Allah is the All Knower of what is in your chests.”  (Sura al-Imran)  

Anyone who turns away from Allah, Shaytan gains control of him or her and makes 

them perform acts that seem attractive, and good actions would seem a waste of 

time. “See you not that We have sent the shaytīn against the disbelievers, to 

push them to do evil?” This freedom Allah (swt) has given us ensures that we 

choose our own end – either in hell, if we go astray, or in Paradise.   

 

So we have Adam (as), we have Iblis, and we have Hawa.  After He creates Adam (as) 

and He curses Iblis, He creates Hawa, who was to be his wife.  One day, while he is 

sleeping – one of the ways the story is told – Allah took a rib from Adam’s back and 

caused flesh to grow from that, some say.  Some say, maybe not taking the rib 

exactly, but it happened before Adam entered Paradise.  The Arabic texts don’t 

really tell us much about Eve.  Some use the metaphor that Eve (or women) are like 

a rib, and if you try to straighten them, they break.  “O mankind, be dutiful to your 

Lord Who created you from a single person; and from him, Adam, He created 
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his wife Hawa; and from them both, He created many men and women.”   They 

say that she was created on a Friday/Jumah.  He caused her and Adam as husband 

and wife to dwell in Paradise as a test. He allowed them to eat of any fruit in 

Paradise except for one particular tree, which was forbidden to them.  He said, “O 

Adam, dwell you and your wife in Paradise, and eat both of you freely with 

pleasure and delight of things therein, and of whatever you will, but come not 

near this tree or both of you will be of the dhalimūn.” 

 

Again in Surah al-Baqarah, a lot happens between ‘āyāt 30 and 35.  In addition to 

this warning… What has happened here?  It is a warning.  From that moment on, 

every Prophet becomes a warner.  Because Adam (as) and Hawa, fall from this 

exalted state and now it is needed that everybody is warned against this same 

process, same problem.  He warned them against Iblis, because of the promise Iblis 

had made to lead them astray.  He assured them that they would never be hungry or 

thirsty.  They would not be aware of their nakedness if they obeyed him.   

 

O Adam, this is an enemy to you and your wife.  So let him not get you 

both out of Paradise so that you will be distressed.  Truly, you have a 

promise from Us that you will never be hungry therein nor naked, and 

you will suffer not from thirst nor from the sun’s heat.  

 

So why go through all of this?  Why make this promise when you know that is not 

what is going to happen?  Why?  Because you create human beings with a certain 

potential.  Also, this sets the stage for the return for every human being back to Allah 

(swt) to  make choices to return back to that state of blessedness, or purity, or near-

perfection by your own choice, by your own will.  So, I guess, we could say in a very 

microcosmic way that it is for the same reason that we warn our children not to do 

certain things when we know full well that they will probably do them.  At least the 
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warning has been given.  That notice is there.  That notice is also telling you of your 

potential.  So if you give someone a warning, they obviously have a choice.  If they 

have choice, they have some power.  If they have some power, they have some 

responsibility.  If they have some responsibility, then there must be some good in 

following that responsibility, and there must be some punishment for not following 

that responsibility; or there must be something wrong, something not good, or 

something not beneficial that would not take place, if it were not followed.   

 

So Iblis envied Adam and Hawa, and he plotted against them to strip them of these 

blessings.  Iblis whispers to Adam (waswisu).  (Shaykh recites Suratu-n-Nās).  He 

whispers to them and then tempts them to eat from this tree and then Shaytan 

whispers to him, “O Adam, shall I lead you to the tree of eternity and to a kingdom 

that will never waste away.” Then Shaytan whispers suggestions to them to uncover 

that which was hidden from them in their nakedness, or lack of.  He said, “Your Lord 

did not forbid you this tree save you should become angels or become one of the 

immortals.”  Meaning, “If you eat from this tree, you will be an angel, an immortal.”  

Shaytan swore to both of them, saying, “Truly I am one of the sincere well wishers 

for both of you.  I want what is only best for you.  Trust me.”  In effect, Iblis is telling 

them that the reason Allah told them not to eat was so they wouldn’t become angels 

and they wouldn’t dwell in Paradise forever.  He is going to tell them the truth, 

“Listen.  Just take a little bite here and there, and you will be eternally angels.”  He 

also implies that because he existed for longer than they, which is true, he knew 

more about Paradise than they did. “Trust me.” 

 

They believed the lies and they believed the deception.  They forgot what Allah had 

told them and because of that, they couldn’t resist because they wanted to live in 

Paradise forever.  They disobeyed Allah, then they both ate from the tree “so their 

private parts became manifest to them, and they began to cover themselves 
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with the leaves of Paradise, thus did Adam disobey his Lord and he went 

astray.” Why is that so important?  Why this embarrassment, this shame?  Because 

now we have to have this whole process of progeny.  Some of the stories say that 

Hawa gave birth to twins, a boy and a girl, and then another set of twins.  It was 

ordered that the older son would marry the second daughter and the older sister 

would marry the young brother.  And so it went down the line, each giving birth to 

twins, until there were enough people for the genetic diversity.    

 

There is obviously a difference between the Judaic and Christian text and the Islamic 

one, because in the Islamic text, no blame is attributed to either Adam or Hawa; 

rather, they both ate from the tree and disobeyed Allah together.  It was not that 

Hawa tempted Hazrat Adam (as).  Men and women should not be singled out and 

blamed for the act of eating from the forbidden tree.  They had forgotten about His 

warnings and the prohibition of the tree and they disobeyed Him and this is the 

reason that Allah named mankind ‘insan,’ which is derived from the Arabic word 

meaning to forget. “Indeed, We made a covenant with Adam before, but he 

forgot; and We found on his part no firm will power.” Most of us found that we 

lack will power.  Don’t we?  Before Adam and his wife had eaten from this tree, there 

was kind of a light covering their bodies so they couldn’t see, they couldn’t be 

tempted by desire for one another.  There was like this light that covered, but when 

they tasted the fruit from the tree, this cover was removed and their nakedness 

became clear to them.   

 

When Adam realized this, he began running. But because he was so tall (How tall 

was he?  90 feet/30 meters), his hair got caught in a tree in Paradise and the tree 

wouldn’t release him.   Adam told the tree to let go of him and the tree said it would 

not.   Allah calls to Adam and says, “Oh, Adam.  Do you run away from Me?”  

Hazrat Adam (as) says, “O Lord, I felt ashamed before you.”  Allah replied, “Did I not 
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forbid you that tree, and verily tell you that Shaytan is an open enemy to you?”  

When they realized the enormity of what they had done, they were very regretful 

and they asked Allah for forgiveness and they said, “Oh Lord, we have wronged 

ourselves.  And if You forgive us not and bestow upon us Your mercy, then 

surely we will be of the losers.”  The sins of Adam and Hawa stem from desire, not 

from arrogance.  The sins of Iblis come from arrogance.  They stem from desire, 

because the veil is lifted, the light is lifted.  You see the difference.  Iblis shows no 

remorse; he asks only for respite.  Adam and Hawa ask for forgiveness.  Both of 

them got exactly what they asked for.  He promised to punish Iblis for his 

disobedience, but He guides Adam to repentance, to ask for forgiveness, and He 

accepts his repentance.   

 

This is where we see that when any human being asks or repents before Allah (swt), 

sincerely repents, the forgiveness is given.  Everything begins with Hazrat Adam 

(as). Then Adam received from his Lord words, and the Lord pardoned him and 

accepted his repentance.  Truly, He is the One Who forgives, the Most Merciful.  

There are a lot of lessons to be learned, some of which are clear warnings. Allah lays 

down the law, and it is for our own benefit, lest we cause ourselves misery and grief. 

Allah says, “Thus Allah makes clear to you His law, lest you go astray.”  In the 

case of Adam and Hawa, Allah warns them that if they are to eat from the tree, they 

are going to have problems, which was the case when they suddenly became aware 

of themselves, and the sadness and regret of their disobedience.   

 

Secondly, Shaytan is the enemy who will stop at nothing to deceive you—nothing.  

He will trick you into denying the bounties of Allah (swt), to go against the will of 

Allah (swt), to go against the command of Allah (swt).  This is the Truth for every 

prophet; each sees the same thing.  After Adam (as), Noah (as) sees the same thing.  

After Noah (as), Ibrahim (as) sees the same thing.  After Ibrahim (as), you see that 
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Daoud (as) sees it.  After him, Musa (as) sees the same thing. Then you see the 

deception in the family of the Prophet Yusuf (as).  You see what happens to the 

other prophets like Lot, Jesus, and others.  “Then I will come from before them 

and behind them and from their right hand and their left hand, Iblis says, and 

you will not find most of them as thankful ones.”  In other words, most of the 

people will become deceived.  It is in Qur’an.  

 

Then another lesson is that Allah creates human beings weak, so that we may 

become tested.  Certain events will make us make mistakes, will make us turn 

towards Allah.  We will realize our mistakes, and consciously turn towards Allah—

not just automatically be worshipers of Allah (swt) like the angels.  We have to 

consciously turn towards Allah, sincerely.  The way He has made that is through 

tawba. He has told us, “I promise you I will forgive you.  All you have to say is ‘I’m 

sorry.’”  The purpose of Iblis is to get them not to say, “I am sorry.” Because they 

think they don’t have anything to be sorry for.  “I don’t think I have anything to say I 

am sorry for, so why should I say I am sorry?   Why are you asking me to say I am 

sorry?  I said exactly what I believe.” 

 

But we should never lose hope that Allah (swt) will forgive us no matter how 

serious the sin is.  If we repent and if we are absolutely sincere, then He forgives us 

as He forgave Adam and Hawa, who He told directly not to do this.  It wasn’t through 

a messenger.  It wasn’t a thousand years later.  He told them directly, “Don’t do this.”  

Still they did it.  To any parent here, does this sound familiar?  “And He it is who 

accepts repentance from His slaves and forgives sins and He knows what you 

do.”  I will tell you the story of my sweet daughter, my oldest daughter left her 

qanun box opened last night. In the pitch black when I came home, I stepped on it 

and cut my foot.  I had told her many times not to leave the box open, to please put it 

away.  So tonight, I showed her my cut foot, and of course she felt bad and made 
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some joke.  What did I say to her?  I said, “If you ever need a second career, you can 

always be a trapper.”  In that sense, we have the capacity in us to forgive and to 

forget, and hope that the lesson is learned for the next time.  And I will look carefully 

tonight when I come home.   

 

But you see how the most basic teaching of Adam and Hawa reaches us today.  We 

know from what happens to Adam and Hawa and all their descendants, right to the 

day, forgiveness for their sins is offered if they repent with sincerity.  In their case, a 

terrible sin is committed, openly disobeying, even having been told explicitly, “Do 

not go to the Whole Foods tree and pick from that tree.”  And Allah (swt) is the Most 

Forgiving and Merciful.  And Prophet Adam (as) said, “O Lord, what if I repented 

and sought forgiveness?”  And Allah said, “I will admit you into Paradise.”   

Allah (swt) decrees that Adam and Hawa and all their descendants will spend some 

time on earth, so He sent them there along with Iblis.  After that, He sent down 

revelations to human beings and He sent messengers to remind them, and to obey 

Him, and to not be tricked by Shaytan and to share his fate.  I talked about the 

messengers and the message last night.   

 

Allah (swt) has promised that those who believe will enter Paradise, and whoever 

disbelieves will enter into hell.  He says again in Surah al-Baqarah, and we are up to 

‘āyat 39: 

 

We said, “Get down all of you from this place (Paradise), and whenever 

there comes to you guidance from Me and whoever follows My guidance, 

there shall be no fear on them nor shall they grieve.  But those who 

disbelieve and who belie Our ‘āyāt (our proofs, our lessons, our signs), 

such are the dwellers of the fire and they shall abide there forever.” 
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When Allah (swt) sends them down to the earth, now begins the conflict between 

belief and disbelief, truth and falsehood, between good and evil.  It continues and 

will continue until the Day of Judgment. Allah says, “Get down one of you an 

enemy to the other.  On earth there will be a dwelling place for you and 

pleasure for a time.” Even for those who disbelieve, Allah gave them their time on 

earth as an enjoyment, but it is only short-lived, and He brings into account on the 

Day of Judgment.   You have those who believe and disbelieve, and each has an 

opportunity to come to this world and to enjoy the pleasures of this world, or to 

make choices in this world; but the believers are guaranteed the Paradise.   

 

So here you have again, something else. Prior to this, there was timelessness; and 

now there is time.  It is only a temporary place.  In the end, Allah brings everyone to 

their place, either Paradise or to the hell.  But this time on earth is a time for testing 

us to determine what happens in the Hereafter, so we have been given means.  It is 

sort of like going to school.  You have a textbook, and then you have your lectures.  

You have the Qur’an and you have the Hadith, and you study.  You have the teachers 

and you have the awliya-Llāh and the ambiyā to help us with our understanding.  We 

usually have less than 100 years to learn as much as we can, to study and strive to 

do good things and not to waste our time.  Then we are given an open book test – 

that is to say if you know the book. Ultimately, it is not complicated questions.  It is 

just Munkr and Nakr’s questions. You study all your life in order to be able to 

answer, “Who is your Lord, and what is your religion, and who is your prophet, and 

what is your book?”   

 

On the Day of Judgment, every soul will be judged according to how they spent their 

time on earth, weighing their good deeds against their bad deeds, because we are 

going to do both, and they will see that everything will testify – their tongue, their 

fingers, etc.  That is the final exam on the way. “And Allah will forgive those whom 
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He will, and He will punish those whom He will.” Shaytan’s job is to get as many 

people as he can to deny and forget the Creator so they can get an F on their exam, 

which in this case stands for fire.  The people will spread corruption on earth, and 

will please Shaytan, since his desire is for all mankind to be condemned to hell for all 

eternity.  Even in hell, some of those people whom we know will probably be there 

will not be able to say, “Oh gee, it is really nice.  It is warm.”  They will not say that; it 

is not warm.  On this Day of Judgment, when Iblis is doomed to hell, he will confess 

his sins, and address those who followed him on this earth.  Allah says, in Qur’an, 

very interesting ‘āyat from Qur’an,  

 

 

And Shaytan will say, when the matter has been decided, “Verily, Allah 

promised you a promise of truth, and I too promised you, but I betrayed 

you.  I had no authority over you, except that I called you and you 

responded to me.  So blame me not, but blame yourselves.  I cannot help 

you, nor can you help me.  I deny your former act in associating me as a 

partner with Allah by obeying me in the life of this world.  Truly, there is 

a painful torment for the dhalimūn.”   

 

The rest of the people who were saved from the hell fire would have believed in 

their Lord and worshiped Him.  They would have put their trust, and their faith, and 

submitted. They will be protected from the whispering, and the trickery, and the 

doubts, which we are constantly being assailed with.   The believers will have 

overcome their desires, their nafs, because of their faith and their will power.  They 

will have sought forgiveness from Allah, because they know they had done some 

wrong.  They will spread goodness on the earth.  They won’t even spend one 

moment in hell. 
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Any questions?  Do you mind the story telling?  I know that you have gotten all that 

from the nine ‘āyāt from surah Baqarah.  It wasn’t anything new.  Any questions? 

 

Question: Sayyid, you may have addressed this already, but when you are talking 

about the rib being taken from Adam, and [from it] becoming a woman, and when if 

you stretch it, it breaks –  I was just curious about that. 

 

Shaykh: If you want a post-modern explanation for it, because many people talked 

about this in the Judeo-Christian.  They say they took a rib.  Most Muslims believe 

the same thing, but there are those who say, “No, it wasn’t that.”  It was a portion of 

Adam was left to be flesh to put on to become Hawa.  Some say, “We don’t know.  

But he woke up and there she was.”  It is in a hadith.  It is metaphorical.  The rib is 

curved.  And just as if you would try and straighten a rib, if you try to change Hawa, 

if you try to change a creation of Allah (swt), in this case, a woman, it will break.  The 

post-modern explanation of that would be that a woman should not be forced to be 

other than what she is, what she is created to be, which is a mother to all humanity, 

and an equal to Hazrat Adam (as).  In Islam, the woman is created as an equal, but 

men have continued to try to straighten women out.   The result being that they find 

that it can’t happen.  It just doesn’t happen.  The man gets straightened out.   

 

But it is something interesting to contemplate.  Most enlightened people would say 

that Allah (swt) created two unique beings, and neither one will change the other.  

They also say that the rib protects the heart, the core, the center; so the woman is 

always a protector.  What is created from the rib is a protector of the heart, and 

should be seen as a protector of the heart.  The heart being the center, Allah says, 

“You will find Me in the heart of the believer.”  Part of the role of women, or the 

divine feminine, you find in every religion.  Both the male feminine nature and the 

dominant female nature are that of the heart, to protect the heart, and to protect the 
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message.  That then becomes very obvious when we talk about the message of 

Prophet Mohammed, (sal) where Khadija becomes his protector.   

 

He gets the first revelation and then he begins to worry because he does not get any 

other revelation.  She is telling him all the good things: “Be patient and you are not 

crazy.  This is a blessing.  You are who you are, and you are alamīn, and have always 

been the way you are.”  We don’t know the private conversations, but we can guess, 

pretty well, what those private conversations are of this woman who is a mature 

woman, 23 years his senior, and who has nurtured this prophet who is going to 

bring this message. In a sense, she is the Hawa to Rasūlu-Llāh (sal).   

 

In Islam, the prophets are masūm; whereas, in Judaism and Christianity, they are all 

sinners.  Allah created them all as sinners and kept them as sinners.  But in Islam, 

the prophets are mu’min.  So why would he repent?  Aisha says to him, “Why are 

you repenting?” This is the Adamic nature, this is the Adamic moment, when the 

Prophet (sal) is, in some sense, transformed or transmigrated to that Adamic 

moment every time he stands.  He repents.  Why?  And he replies, “Should I not be 

showing gratitude to my Lord?”  It is not that he is repenting because he did 

something wrong.  In a sense, he is repenting for his own existence on this earth.  

Because his father Adam had done something wrong, and we have accrued that 

wrong to all of us, and each one of us have to repent for the Adamic moment of 

falling.  Each one of us has to make that tawbah.   

 

This whole concept of repentance begins with Adam (as), and it goes all the way to 

the Prophet Mohammed.  The message is clear and we should hear it.  But of course 

there will be those who will hear it and those who will not hear it.  And Allah (swt) 

says, “if you don’t hear it, if you don’t repent, you are of the lost.  It is still from the 

exact same Adamic faith.  So the message is tawbah, to repent, to go through that 
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station of repentance and to remember, to remember the Divine Presence.  If you 

remember the Divine Presence, you remember the Divine Message.  If you 

remember the message, that is all that Allah is saying to you: “Remember Me and I 

will remember you.” The Prophet Mohammed (sal) exemplifies that tawbah and 

we have to carry that on ourselves.  Allah says is if you don’t get that message from 

him, then I am going to raise up from among you a people that will.”  In other words, 

there are going to be more disbelievers and there will be fewer believers.  There are 

going to be more insan (those who forget) and less rememberers (dhaikers). 

Because Allah is going to raise up from us a group that will, that means that there 

will be some who won’t.  The message is not going to change; the message is never 

changed.  But in some cases, in some ways, the message is always forgotten.  It is a 

good message, but it is forgotten.  The messenger is a good person but they are 

disobeyed.  So that is it.  Salaam aleykum. 


